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Host behavioral alteration is a known strategy utilized by parasites to increase their survival or to disseminate over a large area. One example
involves baculoviruses, which cause tree-top disease when infecting its caterpillar host. Tree-top disease, also called Wipfelkrankheit, causes
infected larvae to climb to the top of a plant prior to death. This climbing behavior is triggered in response to exposure to light at a certain time
point during infection. Although parasite alteration of host behavior is a known phenomenon, the underlying mechanisms are largely unknown.
Here, we aim to get insight into the mechanism involved in baculovirus-induced tree-top disease in Spodoptera exigua caterpillars. Since no
reference genome is available for S. exigua, we used a de novo assembled transcriptome and studied gene expression changes to learn how
baculoviruses change host behavior. Two sets of samples were studied, one including larvae reared in light conditions and one including larvae
reared in dark conditions. Each set included S. exigua mock infected (control) and S. exigua baculovirus-infected larvae. For the baculovirusinfected sample, there were two time-points included, one during the period tree-top disease was triggered (trigger period) and one just prior to
the actual climbing (climbing period). A differential expression analysis followed by enrichment analysis was performed to obtain insight into
the molecular mechanisms of tree-top disease. Although the data in this study has a significant batch problem, we provided transcriptomic
information that will help future studies investigating molecular mechanism underline baculovirus infection. We also found the number of
down-regulated genes during infection is double the number in control samples.
Baculoviruses, Spodoptera exigua , Tree-top disease.

I. INTRODUCTION
With more than a million species, insects display a remarkable
diversity and are globally distributed (Chapman 2009). Many
insect species are agricultural pests feeding on crops. The
huge impact these insects might have on agriculture
emphasizes the necessity to control them. S. exigua is one of
the most well-known agricultural pest insects, belonging to the
order Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths). S. exigua
caterpillars feed on a wide range of agricultural and
horticultural crops worldwide, causing serious economic
losses 2. Populations of S. exigua can be infected with DNA
and RNA viruses, naturally and experimentally. One of these
viruses is Spodoptera exigua multiple nucleopolyhedrovirus
(SeMNPV), which belongs to the genus Alphabaculovirus of
the family Baculoviridae 3.
Baculoviridae, a family of DNA viruses, is one of no less than
16 families containing entomopathogenic viruses, i.e. viruses
that infect insects(Lacey, 2017). These viruses could be used
as bio-pesticides or Microbial Control Agents (MCAs).
Baculoviruses
are
the
most
widely
investigated
entomopathogenic viruses, with more than 600 host species
described (Miller, 1997; Szewcyk et al., 2006; Cory and
Evans, 2007). The family Baculoviridae contains four genera,
two of which have lepidopteran species; Alphabaculovirus
[nucleopolyhedroviruses (NPVs)] and Betabaculovirus
[granuloviruses (GVs)] ( Lacey, 2017).
Baculoviruses infect only larval stages (i.e. caterpillars) when
larvae feed on leaves contaminated with occlusion bodies
(OBs), which are the infectious units responsible for host-tohost transmission. Some baculoviruses are host-specific, while
others can infect a wide range of host species 6. SeMNPV is a
baculovirus with high host specificity and high virulence
toward S. exigua 7. It causes emulsification and rapid death in
the insect 3. The high specificity and virulence of SeMNPV for
S. exigua make it an effective MCA.

Host behavioural alteration is a known strategy utilized by
parasites to increase their survival or to spread over a large
area 8. It has been found that SeMNPV induces tree-top
disease in S. exigua caterpillars (van Houte, van Oers, Han,
Vlak & Roset al., 2014). The assumption is that the virus
induces tree-top disease as a mechanism to increase its spread
over a larger area. It was shown that infected larvae climb
towards the light, displaying positive phototaxis (van Houte et
al., 2014). Infected third instars of S. exigua climb toward the
light 50-57 hour post infection (hpi), described as the climbing
period (Han, van Houte, van Oers and Ros, 2017). A study
showed that this climbing to elevated position was induced at
an earlier time point (43-50 hpi), described as the trigger
period. Even when the light was absent after this trigger
period, larvae still climbed to elevated positions (Han et al.,
2017).
Uninfected larvae do not exhibit tree-top disease but may
show climbing behaviour prior to moulting to the next larval
stage. Climbing behaviour in uninfected larva is not different
between light and dark conditions. Therefore, movement
patterns of uninfected larvae are not light dependent (van
Houte et al., 2014). It is possible that SeMNPV induces treetop disease in S. exigua by triggering transcription of genes
which are responsible for phototaxis behaviour and this
induction occurs when S. exigua is exposed to light in a
certain period during infection.
Genes and pathways are known to be involved in invertebrate
behaviour, and more specifically in phototaxis, are potential
targets for parasitic manipulation (van Houte et al., 2013). For
instance, it has been shown that the tim and per genes, which
encode proteins involved in regulation of the circadian clock
in Drosophila melanogaster, are important in inducing
phototaxis (Keene & Sprecher, 2012). In addition, serotonin
was found to be important for triggering phototactic behaviour
in honey bees (Yamaguchi & Heisenberg, 2011). Another
study on the phototactic behaviour of crickets infected with
Gordian worms in comparison to uninfected crickets revealed
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a high expression level for a protein family (CRAL_TRIO)
that is known to be part of the vision process (Biron et al.,
2006).
Although positive phototaxis has been observed in many
insects, the underlying mechanism is still poorly understood.
To understand how SeMNPV induces tree-top disease in S.
exigua larvae, and to investigate the relation between light and
baculovirus induced tree-top disease, we analyze and compare
gene expression profiles of S. exigua larvae which are mockinfected and of SeMNPV infected S. exigua larvae at different
time points (trigger period, climbing period). Expression
profiles are derived from two biological sets of samples, one
set taken in light conditions (when the tree-top disease is
assumed to be induced) and one set in dark conditions (when
the tree-top disease is assumed not to be induced).
II. METHODOLOGY
Error! Reference source not found.. shows the pipeline for
the analysis performed. It starts with a quality control check of
the RNA sequencing reads. Read levels were quantified,
followed by a differential expression analysis. Then, the
transcriptome was annotated. Finally, differentially expressed
gene sets were analyzed for enrichment of annotations.

produced per sample are shown in (Table 4). Per base reads
quality was good. The percentage of bases with less than 30
Phred quality score (Error! Reference source not
found.) is about 7-10 % of the bases (Table 4). Next, the
reads Quality control was checked using FastQC release
version 0.11.5 ("Babraham Bioinformatics - FastQC A Quality
Control tool for High Throughput Sequence Data", 2018).
After that, the transcriptome was assembled using Trinity
Release v2.4.0.
B. Samples
Two sets of samples corresponding to two conditions, light
and dark, were measured (Table 1). Six samples were obtained
in total, three in light conditions and three in dark conditions.
For each sample three replicates are available, giving a total of
18 (6 x 3) samples. Samples were taken at different time
points during infection. Sample 1 and 2 represent the control.
These samples were taken at 28-hour post mock infection (no
virus). Sample 1 was taken in light and sample 2 was taken in
dark. Samples 3 and 4 were taken at 46-hour post infection
(hpi) (trigger period); sample 3 was taken in light while
sample 4 was taken in dark. Samples 5 and 6 were taken at 54
hpi (climbing period); sample 5 was taken during the light
while sample 6 was taken during the dark. RNA from these
samples was extracted and sequenced. Each sample produces a
separate RNAseq profile giving a total of 18 (6 x 3) profiles.
Those profiles were used as input for the next step,
quantification.
TABLE 1 (Sample conditions, replicates, and the sampling
time points.)
Sample
num.
1

FIGURE. 1 Schematic representation of the pipeline used in
this research. Source code and data are available at
https://github.com/Sana-Adam/Thesis.
A. Source of the data
This study is based on data (a de novo assembled
transcriptome and RNA sequencing reads) provided by the
Virology group in the project “Baculovirus-induced tree-top
disease and covert baculovirus infection”. Reads were
sequenced using the Illumina HiSeq2000 platform at
Wageningen University. The numbers of paired reads
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the change in gene expression due to infection, in dark
conditions, at different time points (trigger and climbing
period).

FIGURE. 2 (Timeline of the original experimental procedure,
showing the sampling time points. Samples were taken of
mock-infected larvae in light (sample 1) and dark (sample 2)
and of SeMNPV-infected larvae during the trigger period
(light: sample 3; dark: sample 4) and the climbing period
(light: sample 5; dark: sample 6).
C. Comparison design (RNA-seq of different samples)
To understand the changes in expression patterns due to
light, 3 comparisons (A, B & C, see Error! Reference source
not found.) were designed. All samples taken in light
conditions were compared with the corresponding samples
taken in dark conditions. Sample 1 vs 2 determines the effect
of light on gene expression in healthy larvae. Sample 3 vs 4
and 5 vs 6 determines the effect of light on gene expression in
infected larvae, during trigger (3 vs 4) and climb period (5 vs
6).

FIGURE. 4 Comparison between control (mock) samples vs
infected samples in light.
To understand the change in expression patterns during the
course of a baculovirus infection, an additional two
comparisons were designed (Error! Reference source not
found.). Sample 3 vs 5 determines the change in gene
expression during the course of infection, in light. Sample 4 vs
6 determines the change in gene expression during the course
of infection, in dark.

FIGURE. 5 shows the comparison between baculovirus
infected samples during the course of infection in light (3 vs 5)
and in dark (4 vs 6).

FIGURE. 3 Comparison between samples in light vs in dark
conditions.
To understand the change in expression patterns due to
infection, 4 comparisons were designed (Error! Reference
source not found.). Samples 1 vs 3 and 1 vs 5 determine the
change in gene expression due to infection, in light
conditions, at different time points during infection (trigger
and climbing period). Samples 2 vs 4 and 2 vs 6 determine

D. Quantification
The Kallisto program (Bray, Pimentel, Melsted and
Pachter, 2016) release version_43.1 was used to quantify the
abundance of the transcripts of the RNAseq data. Kallisto uses
a pseudo-alignment technique for determining the match of a
read with the target sequence. This technique is fast, as there is
no need for actual alignment, and works by exact matches of
read k-mers (short segments) to the target sequence. The
Kallisto-index command creates an index of the transcriptome,
after which the Kallisto-quant command performs a pseudoalignment in which reads will be aligned to the indexed
transcriptome using informative k-mers (Bray et al., 2016).
The Kallisto output is an abundance Table per sample, from
which the column of estimated count is used as input for the
next step in the pipeline. The parameter used for running
Kallisto found in (Lab, 2018).
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E. Differential expression analysis
The output of Kallisto was used as input in RStudio version
1.0.153 (RStudio, 2017) installed on Windows. A data frame
was created of the transcript counts of the 18 samples and used
as input for differential expression analysis. The Bioconductor
packages EdgeR (Empirical Analysis of Digital Gene
Expression Data in R) by Robinson, McCarthy and Smyth
(2010) and Limma (Linear Models for Microarray Data) by
Ritchie et al. (2015) were installed and used in the RStudio
platform for differential expression analysis. The script used
for running the differential expression analysis found in
(Supplementary with the title "Script for differential
expression analysis").
F. Differential expression analysis
Normalization was done by calculating CPM (read count
per million) which is an EdgeR function. CPM corrects for the
total RNA content per sample (the library size). The CPM
method works by converting the data to count per million by
dividing each column by its total and multiplying the results
by one million. TMM (trimmed mean of M values)
normalization method was also used to remove compositional
bias. TMM normalization was done using CalcNormFactors
which is EdgeR functions. CalcNormFactors function
calculates a normalization factor (scale factor) between
samples. This done by taking one sample as a reference
sample and calculating log ratio between the reference sample
and each other sample. The genes that have the highest log
ratio between sample and reference will be trimmed. After
that, the weighted mean of log ratio will be calculated as
TMM factor that will be used as scaling factor to normalize
the libraries.
G. Filtration
Next, we removed transcripts with a negligible
expression. Minimum cut-off 10 count/gene in the sample.
Transcripts with a count less than 10 in all three replicates
were filtered out.
H. Data exploration
An MDS (multidimensional scaling) plot based on
distances between gene expression profiles was created using
Limma and used for data exploration. MDS reduces high
dimensional data to get a clear exploration and to discover
clustering patterns in the data. Next, the distance between
samples was calculated using the as.dist() function from R
stats-package. After that, the hierarchical clustering hclust()
function from the same library was used to obtain a cluster
dendrogram.

J. Differential expression analysis
Differential expression analysis was performed using a
linear model in Limma. First, a design matrix was created for
the variables under study: (1) time point during infection (ctrl,
trig, climb) and (2) day rhythm (dark and light). The design
matrix was used to fit a linear model using lmfit(). Each
desired comparison was defined as a so-called contrast and
used with the model in contrasts.fit(), which calculates the
estimated coefficients and the standard error for the contrasts.
After that, the eBayes() function was used for calculating a ttest, F-test and log-odds of differential expression. Finally,
decideTests() was used for identification of significantly
differentially expressed genes for each contrast. R code and
data for the analysis are available at https://github.com/SanaAdam/Thesis.
K. Functional annotation
Functional annotation was done using the Trinotate
(Trinotate, 2017) pipeline. This pipeline generates an
annotation report, including Gene Ontology (GO) assignments
from TrEMBL/SwissProt databases. Before running Trinotate,
multiple required packages were installed to be used in
Trinotate pipeline: Trinity, TransDecoder, Sqlite NCBI
BLAST+, HMMER/PFAM. A number of optional software
packages were installed as well: signalP v4, tmhmm v2,
RNAMMER. Sequence databases, SwissProt and Pfam,
required for the analysis were also downloaded. To download
the last version of Pfam database version 31.0 and SwissProt
database version 2.0, the Trinotate build process was used.
The protocol followed for this analysis can be found in
(Trinotate, 2017).
L. GO term assignment and extraction
The Trinotate script, included in Trinity, was used to
extract GO terms assigned to transcripts. This script is part of
the Trinotate program and can be found in (Trinotate 2017).
M. GO enrichment analysis
A GO enrichment analysis (functional enrichment test)
was done using the GOseq (Gene Ontology analyzer for RNAseq and other length-biased data) package of Bioconductor
(Young, Wakefield, Smyth and Oshlack, 2010) Release (3.6).
The script for running the GOseq package is part of the Trinity
software (Grabherr et al., 2011). This was the software used
for de novo assembly of the transcriptome. The parameter for
running GOseq found in (Supplementary Figure 11).

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. a massive reduction in transcript number after filtration

I. Batch effect elimination
A batch effect was evaluated using explorative methods,
involving distance measures, clustering and MDSplot which
convey spatially the relationship between samples. On the
basis of the MDS plots, it was decided to eliminate the batch
effect using the RemoveBatchEffect function of the Limma
library.

Before investigating differential expression, we wondered
which transcripts are expressed in different conditions.
Trinity RNA-Seq de novo transcriptome assembly produced a
huge number of gene isoforms, 305208 isoforms, not all of
them were expressed. This large number of gene isoforms
produced by trinity can cause problem estimating the
abundance of the transcript. Some of the reads fall into exons
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shared by multiple isoforms. Thus, instead of mapping to the
actually expressed transcript entirely, some of the reads will
map also to other isoforms of the same gene. This might result
in a reduction of the actual abundance level of the expressed
transcript. Also, can decrease the sensitivity of differential
expression analysis due to problems rises with multiple
hypothesis testing ("trinityrnaseq/trinityrnaseq", 2018).
Agene can be considered as biologically expressed when it has
a count of at least 10-15 in two libraries or more (Chen, Lun,
& Smyth, 2016). To remove biologically unexpressed gene
isoforms, a filter threshold was set, requiring isoform to have
at least 10 counts per isoform in the sample. Isoforms which
are thus kept are gene isoforms with 10 or more reads
mapping to them. This removed 299,899 isoforms from the
original 305208 isoforms, a decrease of 98.3% which left us
with 38309 (12.6%) biologically expressed isoforms.
B. The data contains a significant batch effect
After the removal of low expressed transcripts, we
performed a quality control of the data. To this end, we
created an MDS plot (Supplementary Figure 7) and a cluster
dendrogram (Supplementary Figure 9). The results show
notable variation as expected between control samples (mockinfected) and infected samples (baculovirus infected).
However, unexpectedly there were no clear differences
between samples in dark versus light in triggering and
climbing periods (Figure 3). Also, replicates of the same
sample were not clustered together, as shown in
(Supplementary Figure 7) which shows that variation between
replicates of the same sample is larger than variation between
different samples.

FIGURE. 6 The sampling process according to insect lines
availability. Each batch was driven from a different line. Line
1 was the source of batch 1 (CTRL_1, TRIG_1, CLIMB_1) in
dark and light, Line 2 was the source of batch 2 (CTRL_2,
TRIG_2, CLIMB_2) in dark and light and Line 3 was the
source of batch 3 (CTRL_3, TRIG_3, CLIMB_3) in dark and
light.

Looking at the experimental procedure, for each sample three
replicates were obtained, giving a total of 18 (6 x 3) samples
and replicates. These samples and their replicates were
processed in a batch-like pattern. Each batch contains one
replica as is shown in (Error! Reference source not found.).
The batch dependent design, result in variation between the
three same sample replicates. This variation might be
introduced by handling applied on the batches level. This
indicates a potentially confounding source of variation in
addition to the variation that may be introduced by the
conditions under study.
A confounding source of variation is a source of variation
whose present influence the variation of the condition being
studied thus the result of comparing two conditions is not the
actual variation. There are many ways to control
confoundment such as Restriction, Randomization,
Regression…. etc. But all these techniques are used at the time
of designing the experiment. When the experiment is carried
out and redesign is impossible, the experimental data can be
adjusted using statistical methods. One of these methods is
regression model 10. The batch effect is considered as a
confounding source of variation. It is technical sources of
variation which have been introduced during handling of the
samples. For instance, samples are measured at different
times, different environments or in a different lab. Therefore,
the samples processed at the same time will have an equal
amount of variation added to them. It is important to not mix
this type of confoundment with the biological treatment (aka.
Sample conditions) since this will result in difficulty in finding
differentially expressed genes between different biological
conditions.
To eliminate the batch effect, we used function
‘removeBatchEffect’ from limma library of Bioconductor. We
evaluated batch effects elimination result using clustering and
MDSplot. The function, unfortunately, did not improve the
situation as its shown in (Supplementary Figure 8 & 10) same
sample replicates are not yet cluster together, samples still
cluster according to the batch they belong to.
According to this result, we decided to not go further with
the analysis of samples (1 vs 2, 3 vs 4 and 5 vs 6). On the
other hand, the difference between control and the infected
samples was very clear. This encouraged us to do the
differential expression analysis for samples 1 vs 3, 1 vs 5, 2 vs
4 and 2 vs 6 (Table 2).
C. Massive number of gene isoforms were down-regulated by
baculovirus infection
Baculovirus infected larva climb toward the light showing
positive phototaxis, this phenomenon is known as tree-top
disease (van Houte et al., 2014). To understand the underline
molecular mechanism of tree-top disease and to understand
the effect of light on the induction of tree-top disease, we
decided to perform differential expression analysis between
samples in light versus samples in dark at different time-point
during infection (3 vs 4) and (5 vs 6). Also as control,
comparisons between control mock-infected samples in light
and in dark (1 vs 2) should be done. Since the batch
elimination method did not help correct the problem of the
batch effect as its indicated in the MDSplot (Supplementary
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Figure 8 & 10), it’s not advised to go further with the
downstream analysis, mainly for differential expression
analysis between samples (1 vs 2), (3 vs 4) and (5 vs 6)
(Error! Reference source not found.). On the other hand,
according to the same MDSplot (Supplementary Figure 8),
there is a clear difference between control (mock-infected) and
baculovirus-infected samples (Error! Reference source not
found.). The differential expression analysis between control
(mock-infected) and baculovirus-infected samples in light
condition (1 vs 3 & 1 vs 5) and in dark condition (2 vs 4 and 2
vs 6) (Error! Reference source not found.) could also help
us investigate the effect of light on baculovirus infection.
Thus, we decided to go further with the downstream analysis
of these samples. The results of differential expression
analysis are shown in (Table 2.).
TABLE 2 result of differential expression analysis between
control samples versus baculovirus infected samples.
A
Sample
num.

Comparedconditions

Upregulated

Downregulated

1 vs 3

Control_light vs
Trigger_light
Control_dark vs
Trigger_dark
Control_light vs
Climbing_light
Control_dark vs
Climbing_dark

6358

3385

All
differentially
expressed
genes
isoforms
9743

6685

3038

9723

5858

3170

9028

6302

2953

9255

2 vs 4
1 vs 5
2 vs 6

B
Sample
num.

Comparedconditions

Upregulated

Downregulated

3 vs 1

Trigger_light_
vs_Control_lig
ht
Trigger_dark_v
s_
Control_dark
Climbing_light
_vs_Control_li
ght
Climbing_dark
_vs_Control_d
ark

3385

6358

All
differentially
expressed
genes
isoforms
9743

3038

6685

9723

3170

5858

9028

2953

6302

9255

4 vs 2
5 vs 1
6 vs 2

In
the
first
compared
conditions,
control_light_vs_trigger_light (1 vs 3), 6358 genes isoforms
showed up-regulation while 3385 genes isoforms were downregulated.
In
second
compared
conditions,
control_dark_vs_trigger_dark (2 vs 4), 6685 genes isoforms
were up-regulated while 3038 genes isoforms showed downregulation expression. The third compared conditions,
control_light_vs_climbing_light (1 vs 5) 5858 genes isoforms
were up-regulated while 3170 gene isoforms showed downregulated expression. The last compared conditions,
control_dark_vs _climbing_dark (2 vs 6), 6302 gene isoforms

showed up-regulated expression while 2953 gene isoforms
were down-regulated.
Baculoviruses have been known to selectively up-regulating
some genes categories while down-regulating others according
to the virus own benefit (Travella* & Keller, 2009). From the
result of differential expression analysis between samples 1 vs
3, 1 vs 5, 2 vs 4 and 2 vs 6 (Error! Reference source not
found..) we can see a clear difference between up-regulated
and down-regulated gene isoforms in control samples (3 vs 1,
4 vs 2, 5 vs 1 and 6 vs 2) versus infected samples (1 vs 3, 2 vs
4, 1 vs 5 and 2 vs 6). when comparing between control and
trigger-period-infected-samples,
in
trigger_light_vs_control_light, the down-regulated gene
isoforms
number
exceed
the
number
in
control_light_vs_trigger_light. Also in dark condition, the
down-regulated
gene
isoforms
number
in
trigger_dark_vs_control_dark, exceed the number in
control_dark_vs_trigger_dark.
The same applies when comparing between control samples
and
climbing-period-infected-samples.
In
climbing_light_vs_control_light, the down-regulated gene
isoforms
number
exceed
the
number
in
control_light_vs_climbing_light. Also in dark condition, the
down-regulated
gene
isoforms
number
in
climbing_dark_vs_control_dark, exceed the number in
control_dark_vs_climbing_dark.
This showed that the number of down-regulated gene isoforms
due to baculovirus infection exceeded the number of downregulated genes in control not infected samples. And the
difference between light and dark condition did not appear to
have a significant role.
In a recent study of Spodoptera frugiperda 9 (Sf9) cells
infected with Autographa californica nucleopolyhedrovirus
(AcMNPV) which is a member of Baculoviridae, a total of
135 Sf9 genes were down-regulated and 38 were up-regulated.
It was also found that differentially expressed genes are
genes that encode proteins responsible of antiviral immunity
of the host, host cell energy metabolism and DNA replication
of the virus and host cells (Leixi et al., 2017). A global
decrease in host transcription level has been reported after 12
hpi 13. this comes in agreement with our study result as all
infected samples were taken after 12 hpi.

IV. CONCLUSION
The molecular mechanism underlying tree-top disease induced
by baculoviruses in caterpillars is not fully understood. In
SeMNPV-infected S. exigua larvae it has been speculated that
tree-top disease is induced in light, in particular around 43-50
hpi. Due to unsolvable batch effect problem, investigating the
gene expression profile of S. exigua in this study did not yet
help reveal the molecular mechanism underlying tree-top
disease induction.
Differential expression analysis between control samples and
the baculovirus-infected samples was acquired. The result
showed that baculovirus infection indeed controls the
transcriptional machinery of its host to its own benefit. it was
found that the number of genes that are down-regulated in
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baculovirus-infected samples is approximately double the
number of genes that are down-regulated in control samples.
Importantly, we showed that the data used in this study suffers
from a complex unsystematic source of variation. This
problem was not solvable using batch elimination techniques.
Nevertheless, we provide transcriptomic information that
will help in future analysis to further understand the
mechanism of interaction between the SeMNPV and S.
exigua.

APPENDIX

V. RECOMMENDATIONS
A good experimental design, developed after consulting a
transcriptome analysis specialist, is a cornerstone of successful
gene expression analysis. This experiment should be repeated
with a proper design with confounding control measurements
such as Randomization, Restriction and Matching 10.
As Trinity produces multiple genes isoforms paralogue,
discarding the redundant isoforms will help improve the result.
Also using EviGene (EvidentialGene download, 2018)
Pipeline for de novo transcriptome assembly is advised.
EviGene can use high threshold for filtering nearly similar
contig which will reduce the redundancy of assembled
transcripts, thus increases the sensitivity of the downstream
analysis.
Using the Bitseq 15 package of Bioconductor for transcript
DE analysis will increase the precision of the analysis as this
tool designed especially for obtaining differential expression
analysis for transcripts. It’s also found to be the most accurate
method comparing with baySeq, edgeR and DESeq 15.

FIGURE. 7 MDS-plot before batch effect elimination.

For future perspective, we wonder what is the
function of the most up-regulated and down-regulated
genes isoforms significantly differentially expressed in
our study. Go annotation and blast analysis for the list of
most up-regulated gene isoforms and most downregulated gene isoforms, will be done to further
investigate the underline molecular mechanism of
baculovirus infection.

FIGURE. 8 MDS-plot after batch effect elimination.
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Go enrichment analysis:
Steps:
1. Extract all GO assignments for each gene feature
${TRINOTATE_HOME}/util/extract_GO_assignments_from_Trinotate_xls.pl \
--Trinotate_xls trinotate.xls \
-G --include_ancestral_terms \
> go_annotations.txt
2.

Create 'factor_labeling .txt' file
factor (tab) gene_id

3. Create a file containing the transcript leng ths
% ${TRINITY_HOME}/util/misc/fasta_seq_length.pl Trinity.fasta > Trinity.fasta.seq_lens
4. Create the g ene leng ths file
% ${TRINITY_HOME}/util/misc/TPM_weighted_gene_length.py \
--gene_trans_map trinity_out_dir/Trinity.fasta.gene_trans_map \
--trans_lengths Trinity.fasta.seq_lens \
--TPM_matrix isoforms.TMM.EXPR.matrix > Trinity.gene_lengths.txt
5. Run GOseq
${TRINITY_HOME}/Analysis/DifferentialExpression/run_GOseq.pl \

FIGURE. 9 Cluster dendrogram of the data before batch
effect elimination.

--factor_labeling factor_labeling.txt \
--GO_assignments go_annotations.txt \
--lengths gene.lengths.txt

FIGURE. 11 parameters for GO enrichment analysis.

FIGURE. 10 Cluster dendrogram of the data after batch effect
elimination.

TABLE 3 Quality score and base calling accuracy Adopted
from (Illumina, 2017)
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TABLE 4 statistics result of the quality control of the samples reads

Num.

Samples

Total reads
in R1

Total bases in
R1

Percentage
of bases with
>Q30 in R1

Total reads
in R2

Total bases in
R2

Percentage
of bases with
>Q30 in R2

1

Sample_1-1

27258761

3396466971

92%

27258761

3394666096

91%

2

Sample_1-2

44250006

5509213536

93%

44250006

5506539710

90%

3

Sample_1-3

19425123

2419833474

92%

19425123

2418700310

91%

4

Sample_1-4

33476674

4159856345

92%

33476674

4157931907

92%

5

Sample_1-5

19805849

2464970244

92%

19805849

2463953666

91%

6

Sample_1-6

31308104

3892858597

92%

31308104

3891304684

91%

7

Sample_2-1

34111231

4233975806

92%

34111231

4232575488

91%

8

Sample_2-2

43257016

5356760868

92%

43257016

5354928785

91%

9

Sample_2-3

42346938

5270628948

92%

42346938

5268776688

90%

10

Sample_2-4

21497857

2678011411

93%

21497857

2676761565

92%

11

Sample_2-5

38667177

4805734703

93%

38667177

4803694409

92%

12

Sample_2-6

22048964

2734905813

94%

22048964

2733904312

92%

13

Sample_3-1

31510841

3916026988

93%

31510841

3913989785

93%

14

Sample_3-2

37149487

4612518176

93%

37149487

4610531028

92%

15

Sample_3-3

33453834

4155560913

94%

33453834

4153936051

92%

16

Sample_3-4

26681445

3316451071

93%

26681445

3315191016

92%

17

Sample_3-5

33358606

4145044287

93%

33358606

4143607070

92%

18

Sample_3-6

33792835

4209299891

93%

33792835

4207444477

92%
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